
Technical specifications for Kalmar DRG 450-75S5XS

Lifting boom:: Min. height boom: 4600 mm
Max. height boom: 18300 mm

Container yoke: 20-40ft container yoke
Side shift: + - 800mm
2 pcs. swing motors as standard

Dimensions: Length: 12 700 mm
Wheelbase: 6500 mm
Width: 4150 mm
Service weight: 80 300 kg

Cab: The EGO cab is built to satisfy the current high requirements for safety, ergonomics and driver
environment. The steering wheel, driver's seat and control levers for hydraulics are individually adjustable to
ensure the best possible driver comfort. Well sized heater and defroster system also contribute to this. Fresh
air is supplied through the passenger compartment filter.

Engine:
Brand: Volvo
Type: TAD 1172 VE
Power: 285kW v / 1700 rpm
Number of cylinders: 6
Torque: 1938 Nm - v / 1100-1300 rpm
Fuel consumption normal driving 14-18 litres / hour

Gearbox:
Brand: ZF 5WG311
Coupling: Torque Converter
Number of gears: 5forward-3reverse

Drive axle: Kalmar-WDB Type: Double reduction - planetary wheel hub

Steering shaft: Kalmar`s self-developed, with very powerful double-acting
steering cylinder and minimal with moving parts. The shaft is attached to the frame by means of two very
strong, maintenance-free spherical rubber elements. The construction allows large wheel turns that result in a
small turning radius.

Wheels and tires:
Drive wheels: 18.00 x 33/36
Steering wheels: 18.00 x 33/36

Electrical equipment: 24 volt electrical system with main switch mounted.
Battery capacity: 2 X 12 V - 140 Ah
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Brakes: Service brake: Maintenance-free oil-cooled disc brakes that eliminate brake adjustment and
withstand extremely high loads over a long period of time. The system is completely closed and unaffected
by moisture and contaminants.
Parking brake; Disc brake on the drive shaft input shaft. This is employed by means of spring force and
released by means of hydraulic pressure.

Included:
Hydraulic slide Forward and return of cab
ECC air conditioning
Grammer Actimo driver's seat with heating and leveling or other chair
Headrest on driver's seat
Ventilation window both sides
DAB radio
24 / 12v converter with bracket for terminal communication (1 x 12 V + 2 x 24V + 1 5V USB )
Electric Adjustable steering column and joystick console (for best ergonomics)
Container counter with reset function
Service interval indicator in display
Diagnostics with mileage, fuel consumption, etc.
Weight indicator in display included
All standard lights work lamps type LED
Indicator light for twistlock type LED
Extra LED headlights in boom and yoke
Container front fenders 4pcs. type LED
Std. taillights, turn signals, brake and parking lights type LED
4 pcs. lifting ears in the middle of the yoke
Central lubrication on machine
Maximum driving speed on request
Splash flaps in front
Rear view camera
Sun curtains in front, ceiling and rear
Electrically heated and adjustable mirrors mounted on front fenders
2 pcs. camera on yoke
Extra rust protection (Zinc primer)
Pileslope and tilt in yoke
Engine and cab heater


